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Quality Improvement Forum  
I.  Call to Order Meeting was called to order at 9:00am  
II.  Introduction of Staff and 
Students 
 
 

 

III.  Purpose of Forum  -Provide students with a mechanism to share feedback with faculty and staff as it relates to all aspects of the student 
educational experience. 

 -Foster student role development and professionalism. 

 -Promote inclusion among students and provide support for a shared governance model. 

-Effect positive change and enhance student success. 

 
Block 1 Morning – Kathy Hanneken/Kelly Newcomer  

A. Student Feedback/  
Comments/Outcome 

• All the students really liked their simulations experience. 
• Students feel ATI is expensive and many don’t utilize it as intended 
• Exams: Students felt they studied for the “harder” subjects, but that there were not as many of those questions on 

the exam as they expected. 

Nursing Department FT Faculty and Staff in Attendance 
X Elizabeth Allen X Jared Christy X Kathy Hanneken X Bud Parris 
X Lisa Baba X Elizabeth Crandall X Jerilyn Hansen X Linda Peters 
X Glenna Bayer X Diane Dietz X Mike Hughes  Denise Turner 
X Mary Boyce X Anna Drazenovic X Chris Humprey X Belinda Weiss 
X Diana Breed X Ginny Eichelis X Linda Mackey X Justine Willman 
   Wes Foster X Kelly Newcomer X Joanne Zimmerman 
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• Exams: Some students felt uncomfortable at times participating in group test review, as they felt they were sharing 
their exam scores 

• Students feel there is inconsistency among the clinical instructors in what paperwork they require on a weekly basis 
for the students to complete 
Kathy will address this again with every instructor before clinical begins every semester to make sure everyone is 
requiring the same paperwork  (in a handout) from the students weekly 

• The students have a hard time sometimes hearing from the dual teaching stethoscopes 
• Students said the practice lab is small and becomes very crowded before skill check offs 
• Students feel there are inconsistencies among instructors in skill check offs with some coaching going on 

Kathy & Kelly will reiterate with the group that not teaching/coaching is to occur in skill check offs, only silence and 
observation with feedback at the end 
 
 

B. Student 
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps  

 
 
 
 
 

1.  Students would like to have the clicker questions in class more like their exam questions, and have more Nearpod (select 
all that apply) questions.   
Kathy and Kelly will work on elevating the level of the clicker questions, and add Nearpod questions for each module. 
2.  Students would like a minimum of 2 days of simulation during their clinical rotations. 
Kathy will look into how to staff for 2 days of sim’s instead of 1. 
3.  Students would like their Endocrine and Documentation lecture prior to going to their agency clinical. 
The block 1 team will look at the Spring schedule in an upcoming meeting and see if this change is feasible, or include in lab 
sessions. 
4.  Students would like to have the ATI points go to things like participation points in class. 
ATI is currently being evaluated to be kept as the learning system for the students. 
5.  Students want more reminding that all the subjects will be tested across the board. 
Kathy already sends out the test subject headings as a reminder and will stress that ALL the material will be tested. 
6.  Students would like an “opt out” to doing group test review. 
This was the first time this has ever been expressed.  Kathy & Kelly will stress that group test review is to discuss how 
students got their answers, and not to share test scores.  Kathy & Kelly will also show the top 5 questions missed and discuss 
rationale with the students prior to beginning test review, and will trend this concern in the coming semesters. 
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7.  Students would like to be able to sign out those stethoscopes for practice like they do for the BP cuffs 
Kathy will enquire with the lab coordinator if we have enough of those stethoscopes to do that and if that would be feasible. 
8.  Students would like to have the big lab 816 reserved for practice if it is available, like it was before sterile skill check off. 
Kathy & Kelly will check schedules and room availability for this to be scheduled ahead of time for the most complex skills 
 
 

Block 1 Afternoon – Wes Foster/Denise Turner  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
• ATI was very helpful, skills modules are really helpful and informative as well as the demonstrations. 
• Students have enough time to complete the tests. 
• Test review in class is helpful as well as one – on – one appointments with the instructors. 
• Really like the video recorded demonstrations for skills checks. 
• Love the online lectures because students can review and revisit when needed. 
• Students really enjoyed clinical, especially Friendship Village.   
• Students had good experiences at clinical and liked the fact they had day and evening options. 
• Students liked the online availability of textbooks and found them to be helpful when it came to content. 
• Canvas updates were appreciated. 
• Simulation and hands-on learning was appreciated. 
• Even though practicum could be long, students found the experience helpful overall. 
• Lab availability was very helpful in regards to the students learning. 
• SkyScape is wonderful and is very useful and affordable. 
• The library is “great” and students found the resources useful. 
• Joanne is “awesome and helpful”. 

 
B.   Student 
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ Next 
Steps  

 

1.  Some inconsistencies between adjuncts and residential faculty regarding skills information and check – offs (mentioned 
four times) 
All faculty will follow the demonstrated skills as posted in the course.  We will pass this along to all adjuncts. 
2.  There are occasional discrepancies between what is in the textbooks against the handouts used in class. 
We will review handouts for accuracy with the textbook 
3.  Concerns voiced over the difficulty of afternoon exams versus morning exams. 
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We are reviewing exams prior to them being administered for consistency across the cohorts. 
4.  It would be great if there was a study guide for the tests. 
We use the center column from the syllabus as well as the objectives as a guide for the exams.  We cannot teach to the test. 
5.  ATI Concerns: 
-Remove ATI as the modules are not helpful (“I can learn everything I need to through books and lectures”. 
-Do not feel that ATI is a good investment or necessary for two hours a week. 
-Make ATI an additional resource and not mandatory. 
-No ATI videos in class please; they should be preassigned for class. 
We have found that students who use ATI for its worth do better on exams and better clinically.  If you just “go through the 
motions” with ATI, it is not a benefit.  It is a great learning tool for student success. As with anything, you get out of it what 
you put into it. 
6.  Move the content on care plans closer to the start of clinical so that the content is fresh. 
We cover care planning every week and discuss the nursing process weekly. 
7.  Would like the curriculum to include more in the physical assessments (cardinal fields of gaze, cranial nerves, palpation 
of lymph nodes, thyroid and scalp assessment). 
This is more of the BSN level content. 
8.  Less group work in class and more lecture; unflip the flipped classroom (mentioned three times). 
The flipped classroom model is designed so that the student can apply learned knowledge.  It gives students time to put the 
knowledge into actions.   
9.  Do not discuss content for future blocks in Block 1. 
We try to steer students back to Block 1 content but they can be persistent with their questions and wanting answers.  We 
will work on redirecting these questions better in the future. 
10.  Some clinical sites will not allow students to function to their full capacity (giving injections, not working in isolation 
rooms). 
We will investigate if this is facility driven or instructor driven. 
11.  Would like a list if things students can do for the clinical agencies to follow for student experiences. 
This is outlined in the Nursing Student and Clinical Faculty Handbook.  This is the instructor’s responsibility to follow. 
12.  Some lab equipment is old and outdated and does not work properly. 
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Lifts have been replaced.  If there is an issue with another piece of equipment, please let the faculty know so we can notify 
Joanne. 
13.  Some students feel that the breakout sessions during the first eight weeks are busy work.  They did not find the videos 
helpful at all and would rather have that time as lecture. 
The videos are to enhance learning; they are also a mini-lecture time as well. 
14.  Want more simulation in Block 1. 
We have plenty of clinical experience so we decreased the amount of simulation. 
15.  Sometimes the practice lab is too busy; can there be a sign up sheet created? 
Skills lab is open from 0700 to 1800.  It is not busy in the morning. It was created to be first come, first serve.  Joanne does 
monitor the lab and assures that students do not overstay when others are waiting. 
16.  More wound care supplies in the nurse packs or easy replacements need to be available. 
Options will be discussed at the Department’s January meeting. 
17.  Making skills checks and other assignments worth only 25% of the grade hardly seems worth the work. It should count 
for more points. 
This is district policy. 
18.  Would like more advisement hours. 
Advisors can be seen at any time by current Block students.  Advisors are here from 8am-6pm M-Th and Tuesdee is available 
9am-12pm on Friday. 
19.  Can we have this forum available at the beginning of the semester so we can work on it as we go along? 
The Quality Improvement Forum minutes will be sent via “Mesa Nursing Information Items” Canvas course to students and 
they will be referenced the first day of Spring 17 semester. 

Block 2 Morning – Jeri Hansen/Mike Hughes  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
 
 

• Too much time doing care plans rather than focusing on pt care (M/S) 
• Students would like a more organized assignment sheet/more description (psych) 
• Rubric and syllabus-less emails  More specific (psych) 
• Liked recorded lectures (M/S) 
• Newer PowerPoints? (Psych) 
• Appreciate accommodating test review and listening (Both). 
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• Students liked the psych study guides. 
• More psych clinicals- with experiences in both outpatient/inpatient. 

Changes are difficult but will be trying to set up clinical days of both outpatient and inpatient for each student. 
• Inconsistent emails and grades (M/S ATI ) 
• Liked ATI Case studies in class – (M/S) 
• Appreciate Joanne and lab help. 

B. Student 
Recommendations 
for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 

1.  Liked simulations, possible more small groups/more opportunity & more review afterwards (more reasoning & 
explanations afterwards) 
Diana and I have discussed a way to possibly make this happen more. 
2.  More awareness on what is going to happen in orientation, and an orientation just before you start psych/ medsurg. 
Instructors were aware of the difficulties with orientation – changes are planned for this. 
3.  Better quality communication when meeting w/ clinical instructors. 
Will try to be clearer with communication prior to the semester. 
4.  Issues w/ ATI-time consuming, information is not up to date. 
ATI issues are ongoing, department is looking at other options. 
 

Block 2 Afternoon – Belinda Weiss/Mike Hughes 
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
 
 

• ATI: students find it unnecessary (would rather have Evolve), tedious, glitch;students feel that everyone should be 
required to have the same product and if some students are given an option to have Evolve then all students 
should be able to purchase Evolve and not ATI. 

• Study guides and handouts are very helpful and appreciated. 
• Post-test Individual Review Analysis is very helpful. 
• NCLEX vs real world lectures is very valuable and helpful. 
• Practice lab time requirement is too long. 

Discussed, and 5 hours was/is a reasonable amount of time required. 
• SIMs is GREAT! 
• Belinda is awesome -- she appeals to different learning styles; she is available and open to questions and she 

encourages our success. 
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• Mike is great -- straightforward and encouraging. 
B. Student    

Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 
 
 
 

1.  Block 2 students would like a brief Block 1 review (e.g. a Day of Review). 
Block 2 students will be invited to Block 1 orientation. 
2.  Clinicals: too many care plans required -- students would like opportunity to, submit a stellar care plan or two and forego 
the rest. 
Looking at instituting 2 care plans instead of 4 as long as the care plans presented are “outstanding”. 
3.  Request for clinical expectations to be clearly stated beforehand in order to prep for these days. 
4.  Lab Values class: very valuable -- would like incorporated into reg. class. 
5.  Would like voice-overs for Power Points, or post recorded lectures online. 
Pre-recorded lectures are being looked into with a goal of Summer 2017 implementation. 
6.  Flip-learning: shorter duration segments or even NO flip learning at all. 
Flipped learning is incorporated into the curriculum, though a half lecture/half flipped format is being looked at. 
7.  Regular restroom breaks would be appreciated. 
Addressed and more consideration will be taken in regards to regular restroom breaks. 
8.  Math: more math time desired in class; step-by-step practices (handouts online). 
Implemented day 1 in Spring 2017. 
9.  Students would like the ability to buy more supplies for the practice lab during the semester. 
Discussion will take place at January Department Meeting regarding this item.  Joanne is to investigate Bookstore viability to 
sell IV catheters.  
10.  Would like more resources (806, 816): can practice happen in Lab Room too? 
Discussion will take place at January Department Meeting regarding this item. 
11.  Students would like pre-test & post-test to match up with corresponding SIM learning; mini lecture/summary after 
would be great. 
This is a great idea.  Implemented for Spring 2017. 

Block 3 Morning – Anna Drazenovic/Linda Peters  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcomes 
 

•  Students do not like ATI 
Faculty looking at other options; decision re: alternative may be made in Dec. 

• Textbooks a “waste of money”. 
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Reading assignments and reading lists are provided. It is an expectation that students read their books before class 
as instructed. Should they chose not to, that is their prerogative however instructors feel that failing to do the 
required reading may negatively impact their success in Block 3 

• Lab needs equipment that is up-to-date so we can practice with what we will actually use. 
Different hospitals use different supplies depending on suppliers. 

• IV start kits not the same as used in hospitals. 
Impossible to have nurse packs match all hospital supplies. 

• Have tubing in nurse packs fit our lab pumps. 
Tubing that fits the lab pumps is available for student practice. The "generic" version in packs only costs $3; the 
type requested would cost students $15. 

• Some med/surg content in Canvas hard to locate. 
Rectifying that for next semester. IT were able to fix it this summer when asked for assistance they created an extra 
page. 

• Issue with being taught both trade and generic drug names in OB when NCLEX only uses generic. 
Students must recognize that nursing does not begin and end with NCLEX. Doctors may provide orders using trade 
names; patients may only know their drugs by the trade name. Suggest Kaplan’s NCLEX-RN Drug Guide $8. Limited 
to “just what a nurse needs to know”. 

• Castlebranch/MCE (i.e. flu shot) “nightmare”. 
Castlebranch issues should be much improved when it rolls out again. 

• WiFi in the HW building is poor. Service is erratic. 
WiFi service will be better if students sign in using MEID login rather than as a "guest". 

• Students would like an ice machine. 
Budget does not allow for  

B. Student 
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 

1.  Would like more than Banner clinical opportunities. 
Availability at agencies dictates where we go. Banner being the largest health care provider in Phoenix means it has the 
most available rotations. 
2.  Would like for Foley kits to be updated. 
Betadine cannot be used on lab mannequins; that's why our kits do not have betadine swabs like found in hospitals. 
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3.  Some items in nurse pack not being used. Can they be removed? 
Student reps to examine nurse pack contents and advise what supplies are not being used. Faculty will then consider 
removing. 
4.  Would like for the voice overs in Med/Surg to be updated (content). 
This was discussed at the beginning of class this fall. The HESI has Block 2 content and students wanted the extra material to 
study with so I added it with the understanding that they were aware it was not current Block 3 material. 
5.  Some would like more communication between Block 3 and Block 4; other students say "no!" Focus should be on Block 3 
otherwise it can be overwhelming. 
Information and Q &A session provided at Block 4 pre-registration session. 
6.  Some feel there should be more communication between MCC and CEP partners. Some partners did not know about no 
capstone; new curriculum. 
Diane Dietz will be reaching out to CEP contacts to address student concerns. 
7.  Bugs are in common areas, can the department contact pest control. 
Jared Christy to contact maintenance and look into regular pest control schedule.  Also, if any pests are seen 
students/faculty/staff are encouraged to contact Jared at the front desk. 
 

Block 3 Afternoon – Elizabeth Crandall/Justine Willman 
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcomes 
 
 
 

  
• PowerPoint presentations use generic med terminology. 
• PowerPoint/class material avoids “do not use” abbreviations. 

DO NOT USE abbreviations are never used this is to improve patient safety. 
• Students in Med/Surg enjoyed the clinical experience with Honor Health. 

MCC will continue to partner with Honor Health and hope these positive experiences continue. 
• ATI is not cost effective. 

Department is looking into other programs in relation to ATI. 
• Skyscape is not useful for IV meds. 

Skyscape is not required and other med sources are available.  Skyscape is not required to use the electronic devices 
in lab. 
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B. Student 

Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

1.  PowerPoint should include generic as well as brand names for meds. 
Students should be able to recognize both generic as well as brand names for meds.   This is how it is done in the field (some 
use generic, some use brand names). 
2.  Students would like longer time limits for exams. 
2 minutes per question allows for adequate time to answer analytical demands of questions. 
3.  Students want more information on preceptorships. 
Information regarding preceptorships, externships/clinical experience opportunities will be given to students through the 
department.  This will help the students gain experience and competence as well as increase potential networking 
opportunities.  
4.  Students would like more simulation time. 
More simulations will be built into the curriculum.  OB should have at least 1 simulation. 
 
 

Block 4 Morning/Afternoon – Mary Boyce/Mike Hughes/Bud Parris  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcomes 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• ATI not worth the money, math and skills helpful; ATI has poor customer service. 
Use other sources for practice questions such as UWORLD. 

• 1:1 Reviews after MS Test 1 helpful. 
• EBP and Teaching project too much. 

Evaluate in new curriculum.  
• Do not have professional day the day before the final. 

Professional day will not be scheduled the day before the final. 
• Challenges with placement (Psych).   

Linda and Mike worked hard to find psych placements. Effort appreciated. 
• Loved the reviews coordinated by Sarah Martin: hospital staff prepared ventilator reviews. 
• Have students come on the first day (orientation) to give their perspective of B4. 

Student volunteers will be at B4 orientation. 
• Simulations +, Give more time to do different roles in code blue sims. 
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Removed blood transfusion from sim and all will be focused on code blue. 
• Love Joan! 
•  Students would like B1-CNA delegation, B2 LPN delegation. MS Success and LaCharity earlier. 

This is a recommendation for Blocks 1, 2 and 3. 
• Like repetition of content 

B. Student  
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 
 
 

1.  104 successful in teaching question analysis.  Students want more questions to be part of the course. 
Peds has 1.5 hours of 104 time and Med Surg will add more questions for Spring 2017. 
2.  Break down Canvas in sections or modules in order. 
Med Surg and Peds have organized modules. 
3.  Recommend in class presentations rather than online and give only one. 
Med Surg presentations were not overlapped.  This was the case in Psych and Linda Mackey has streamlined the Psych 
content. 
4.  Too much psych paperwork, would like more patient-nurse interaction experience.   
This will be referred to the Psych instructors.  
5.  Recommend incorporating critical thinking concepts from Day 1 (Block 1 in Nursing School). 
This recommendation is for Block 1 and is already being implemented. 
6.  More opportunities for injections and IV starts. 
Requesting more ED and periop experiences.  
7.  Provide an outline of what can be completed over the holiday or summer break in advance of starting the course. 
Med Surg and Peds will include a Welcome Letter to accompany incoming Block 4 students.  Will be part of the Block 4 
Welcome Packet. 
8.  Student would like a change in EBP due dates.  Not to have it be due on test days. 
EBP due the Sunday following a test.  Gives us a few days after to finish them.   
9.  Students would prefer to follow along more with online PowerPoints when we come to class to make the connections 
better.  Students also felt lectures were a little scattered and not organized as well. 
Bud will monitor content delivery and work closely with his mentor (Mary Boyce) to adapt teaching style. 
10.  Use lab hours to be more skills orientated and provide feedback on how we can improve these skills. 
Block 4 to consider adding skills instruction and testing. 
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11.  HESI to be taken after all classroom lectures have been given.  HESI remediation not to be done after graduation. 
Being done, live review will also be done before pinning. 
 

Remarks From Diane Dietz 
 Compliance process moving forward was discussed with students.  Deadlines are in place (Dec. 30th) for students to be in compliance fully for the upcoming 
semester.  This is to ensure all students meet agency requirements per our contract.   
Castlebranch system is planning on being incorporated by Spring.  CastleBranch will “talk to” myClinicalExchange so students will only have to submit 
compliance items to one location.  Students are no longer required to submit a copy of H+S documents to the front office. 
Jared will compile information and distribute minutes via the new MCC Nursing Department Informational Items CANVAS course.  Information will be posted 
before the end of the semester. 
Ad hoc committee was formed last semester to seek out an alternative to ATI.  Docu-Care electronic medical record software is available to all students (@ no 
charge) in the Spring 17 semester. 
Diane’s follow up list:  ice machine, copy machine/printer, exterminator and CEP partners re:  better communication in regards to students. 
Adjournment – 11:00am 

 


